
PESTEL ANALYSIS OF JOHN LEWIS AND OXFAM

The political factor has impacted John Lewis enormously. New laws bring limits on what they can do and what is legal to
do. There are a few.

These factors are of crucial importance for strategic management. Focus on Innovation and creativity: John
Lewis has always kept themselves at par with the market needs and developed their product and services
offerings over the years across different segments. High brand strength: John Lewis overall global presence
and reputation across various countries has led to its brand development over the years. Harrison, Essentials of
Strategic Planning pp. The decline in sales lead to the head of the clothing branch of the company, John
Dixon, leaving the company in July Macalister,  European Commission. Opportunity This section is available
only in the 'Complete Report' on purchase. Fashion Retail The future of fashion retailing in a digital age. It has
moved from a platform hosted by Amazon to its own web platform which was launched at the end of to
provide more delivery options and streamlined multichannel services. Economic factors Economic factors
include growth, interest rates and the inflation rate of an economy. Chain of supermarkets - Free Marketing
Essay - Essay UK Exchange rates may affect the costs of export goods and the supply and prices of imported
goods. A shift from a strong focus on products to a more consumer-focussed strategy has benefited the
company. These social factors influence the demand for the products and services of an organization and how
this organization responds to this demand. In addition, online supermarkets such as Ocado are starting to get
the market share of traditional store-only food retailers. The company further invests to strengthen its brand
portfolio through innovative new products. Socio-Cultural Factors Two external factors that affect the retailer
include changing values in the population and a generation shift â€” with the Baby Boomer generation
retiring, the company has to redirect its attention to Generation X and the Millennials. John Lewis should
introduce more branded and latest fashion product to please the customers. Further, the company has
decreased its former dependency on full-service vendors FSVs and provided more corporate control of its
supply chain. Jones, R. It had been bearing losses in most of the quarters in the financial year when recession
stuck the world but now importantly profits,. This will influence John Lewis's as the prices have to be driven
down most of the time. Losing access to the common market will affect supply chains, the free movement of
people, IP rights, international contracts and more. Al-Shabaab calls for attacks on Oxford Street and
Westfield centres in new terror threat. Retailing New Frontiers. Annual Report and Financial Statements.
London: Retail Week. The launch of a members club called Sparks at the end of with four million registered
members is expected to drive online footfall through the introduction of a personalised shopping experience
and individually tailored loyalty schemes. An in-depth SWOT analysis that assesses both the internal strengths
and weaknesses and external opportunities and threats environment of the company is given. Further
investments are being made in GM IT systems and a logistics network with the aim of delivering better supply
chain flexibility and customer availability. The reported growth over is 2. Key Legal Brexit Issues for
Retailers. The summer sun streams through the glass roof of the shopping arcade where John Lewis has an
entrance. The company has traditionally invested in TV and magazine advertising as well as in-store visual
merchandising. Oxford: Oxford University Press. John Lewis is also a major player when it comes to finance
and home care. Value Chain Analysis A value chain analysis is a strategic tool use to identify the activities in
and close to an organisation which lead to the creation of a product or a service. For example, consumers and
B2B companies tend to be more affected by the social factors, whereas an organization with a specific service
provision to the Government would be more affected by political factors.


